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with the database scanner. Data repository.Management Agreements and Collusion within the Aluminium Industry A recent

high-profile case exposed the global aluminium industry and some of its relationship with political and industrial elites. The case
began with an investigation by Switzerland’s Office of the Attorney General (OAG), with Swiss prosecutors seeking a number

of indictments on international corruption, money laundering and tax evasion. The case later involved prosecutors from a
number of countries including: the USA, UK, Italy, Australia, Malta and India. After an investigation spanning the years from
2017, all charges were eventually dropped in May 2019. Among those indicted and charged during the investigation was the
former CEO of ArcelorMittal, Eike Scheller. In November 2018, Scheller agreed to pay a total of US$200 million to settle a

number of charges. The case involved the co-operation between the Aluminium Association and the Australian Corruption and
Crime Commission (ACCC). The ACCC took the primary investigative role in relation to what was known as the Alupro case.
The Alupro case arose following a group of Australian activist pension funds which began to consider potential investments in
the global aluminium industry. Concerns were raised by the activist group about whether the majority shareholding in Alupro,
controlled by the Aluminium Association, allowed for conflicts of interest. This included concerns from the activists that the

shareholding in the company could be used to present an incorrect message to the public and the wider investment community in
order to protect the interests of the industry. The ACCC investigation was concerned with questions raised regarding the

Aluminium Association’s management of its shareholders’ investment fund. The ACCC focused on the relationship between the
Aluminium Association’s administration committee (AAC) and its board of directors. The investigation was concerned with the

allegations that companies associated with the Aluminium Association had interests that could be seen as contrary to the
interests of the wider aluminium industry. After a number of allegations, the ACCC was largely successful in its investigation,

including charging a number of high-profile individuals involved in the case including: Eike Scheller, the former CEO of
ArcelorMittal; Graeme Samuel (former CEO of Rio Tinto); Robert McDonald (former CEO of Alcoa); and David Peet (former

CEO of Alcan); and Ha 3da54e8ca3
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